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Patents
First established in Venice in 1450, patents are a
set of exclusive rights granted by a sovereign
state to an inventor or assignee for a limited
period of time in exchange for detailed public
disclosure of an invention

Source: Wikipedia

A patent
–

grants a monopoly over a technological niche

–

does not guarantee freedom to operate

–

standard formal structure
●
●
●

State of the art
Full description of the invention with examples
Claims- sentences that define the scope to be enforced

a patent application has to show novelty and
non obviousness
–

Empowerment. Patents are a legal basis for
priority access to a technological niche

–

Freedom. Patents are a legal stamp that
guarantees protection from other patents

Defensive vs offensive
●

●

●

●

Big corps dealing with
many technologies and
parties
Newcomers attempting
to access to an existing
niche
Technological standards
and frameworks
Do not harm innovation

●

●

Big corps pursuing to
monopolize a niche
Newcomers attempting
to capture a niche

●

Non practitioners

●

Patent trolls

●

Can either accelerate
or stop innovation

Patent SWOT
●

●

Strengths
–

Empower to develop
technology

–

Encourage to share
knowledge

Opportunities
–

Create new technological
niches and markets

●

Weakness
–

●

Discourage making new
developments or
improvements to already
patented technology

Threats
–

Ambigous patents can
be used to block
technology development
or to obtain economical
benefits at expenses of
authentic innovation

Patentleft
●

●

●

Person A has a patent, and licenses it under a patentleft license.
Person B has two patents in her product and wants to use Person
A's patents in that product. Person B also wants to charge
royalties for her two patents. She decides to use Person A's
patent, but now must license her patents, royalty-free, under the
same terms as Person A's patent.
Person C has three patents in his product and wants to use
Person B's two patents in that product, but doesn't want to use
Person A's patent. Person C also wants to charge royalties for his
three patents. He decides to use Person B's patent, but now must
license his patents, royalty-free, under the same terms as Person
A's patent.
Somebody came across with this idea at Wikipedia circa 2007
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Patentleft derives from copyleft of
the 80’s
●

Copyleft

●

Patentleft

–

Based in freedom of
speech

–

Intended for
patents( high cost IP)

–

Allows certain unrestricted
distribution rights

–

–

Developed for software,
design and other low cost
IP

Enables freedom to
operate

–

Enforce power to
innovate?

–

Derived works keep the
same terms

–

Derived works need to
keep the same terms

–

FLOSS, Open Access, CC

–

Very few examples

Patentleft
●

●

What about if there is a Person D that has a
patent needed to either product from Person B
or C and Person D do not want to use the
license?
Can Person A or Person B charge royalties if
Person C does not want to use the license?
License
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Existing approaches
Licensing
model

Users

Pros

Cons

Enhances
freedom to
operate

Empowers
innovation

Patentleft

Notes

Just publish

IBM, academy

Priority date

Narrow legal
value

No

No

No

No license

Abandon
granted IP

Tesla

Legal stamp of
novelty

Expensive

Yes

No

No

No license

OIN

Most major IT
corps

Access to
others IP

Limit the use
of owned IP

Yes

No

No

Patent pool

BiOS

CAMBIA
network

Include know
how, trade
secrets and
other IP

Requires dual
signatures.
Hard to
generalize

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dual party
collaboration
agreements

DPL

Very few sole
users

Access to
others IP

Limit the use
of owned IP.
Requires full
corp IP.

Yes

No

Partially

Patent pool

RPX

Major IT corps

Access to
others IP

Expensive

Yes

Yes

No

Paid patent pool

AST

Major IT corps

Access to
others IP

Expensive

Yes

No

No

Paid patent pool

IPA

Twitter

Incentivate
employees to
patent

Monopolized
by one
licensee

Yes

No

No

For single entities

The problems of newcomers and
inventors
●

Need investors

●

Have to become a standard

●

Ownership

●

Freedom to operate

●

Power to innovate
Neither the defensive or offensive models can
address all these by their own

The biotech case
●

Need long and expensive development cycles

●

No real start ups in most cases

●

Developers ≠ practitioners

Big tech industry points of view
“When I started out with my first company, Zip2, I thought patents were a good
thing and worked hard to obtain them. And maybe they were good long ago, but
too often these days they serve merely to stifle progress, entrench the positions
of giant corporations and enrich those in the legal profession, rather than the
actual inventors. After Zip2, when I realized that receiving a patent really just
meant that you bought a lottery ticket to a lawsuit, I avoided them whenever
possible.”
Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla Motors

“Patent law today provides an economic disincentive to innovation in the
technology industries, precisely the opposite of what it is supposed to do.”
David Simon, Chief Patent Counsel of Intel

New license proposal
●

L is the license.

●

Person A has a patent P under the terms of L

●

Person B has a product or service R and wants to use P.

●

●

L says that Person B can use royalty free P if all the
patents whose scope include R are under the terms of L
and there is a full disclosure of how R works and was
made.
L is not exclusive and works through single standard
declarations for licensors and licensees in common or
linked repositories( Internet)

New license proposal
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New license proposal
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Outcomes?
●

Help newcomers to establish standards

●

Lower licensing costs( less lawyers involved)

●

Allow non practitioners to charge royalties if needed

●

Does not harm innovation

●

Promotes collaboration

●

Provides a pool for defensive use

●

Enhances freedom to operate to practitioners

●

What if there is IP outside the license?
–

The license allows declarations for some lesser conditions

What we can expect
Patent pool

New proposed licensing model

Areas represent
technological
niches or markets
and color IP
holders

Questions??
No collective licensing

